Thursday 16 April 2009
Account ref: United Kingdom (UK)

Dear Prime Minister Gordon Brown

As of 12th April 2009 Account Ref: United Kingdom (UK) is environmentally overdrawn, meaning that UK 2009 Natural Resource Spending is in excess of what Earth Bank is equipped to process. Earth Bank assets are currently limited to one planet only – if global withdrawals were to match the UK’s, more than three planets would be required*.

Our Terms and Conditions state that use of an unauthorised environmental overdraft is liable to a Climate Change Penalty, new payable by the rest of the planet. In this event, Earth Bank has the right to withdraw remaining natural assets (including water, forests, vegetation & sea stocks) and terminate occupancy.

Although you have been served with previous notices and have made assurances of improved earth management, you have yet to take sufficient action. Until such a time as you can generate energy from hot air, this account is therefore at risk of closure.

Yours,

Planet Recovery and Debt Action Team

* Ecological Debt: Global Warming and the Wealth of Nations

IT'S TIME TO SERVE THIS NOTICE ON GOVERNMENT: NATURE DOESN'T DO BAILOUTS.
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